
Achieve Training Success
with Powerful Insights Tools
There isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach to training.
The way teams learn is just as important as what
they learn--everyone has different strengths and
weaknesses.  In order to develop a more targeted
and efficient learning experience for your team,
you need access to relevant data about how
engaged they are with training and their skill
development over time.

Interplay’s immersive career development
platform and suite of powerful measurement  
tools is designed to support your talent and
training decisions by giving you the ability to test
your teams’ technical abilities, review core
competencies,  customize learning, and drive
continuous improvement all in one place. 

Access On-Demand,
Flexible Reporting  
Make better decisions on and off the platform by
accessing relevant team data quickly with flexible
reporting. Create, download, and schedule
custom reports based on your training goals. 
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Capture and Present
Relevant Assessment Data  
Test your team’s technical abilities through
simulation and skills assessments and get a read
out of their skills, safety, quality, and accuracy for
each step in their process with Interplay’s
assessment data.

Assess, Track, and Develop
Your Teams’ Skills
Get an inside look at how engaged and proactive
your teams are and assign recommended training
based on skills and goals progress. 

Integrate Reporting Data
Into Your Own System  
Integrate powerful data from Interplay’s career
development platform into your system(s) via API
to store your data in one place. 

Trusted by 1,800+ Companies and 240,000+ Learners



Your Suite of Actionable Insights and Reporting Tools
Say goodbye to one-size-fits-all training and hello to impactful skill development. Tap into Interplay’s
suite of insights and reporting tools to gauge the technical acumen of your team and provide a more

targeted, efficient learning experience. 

For More Information Contact Interplay Today.
Contact: sales@interplaylearning.com
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Insights Dashboard

Assessment Reporting

Flexible Reporting

Reporting via API

Get an objective read-out of team and
individual training engagement 

Review and assign recommended courses 

View knowledge check pass rates

Understand the top 5 core competencies
for a team or individual

Get an objective, visually engaging read-out of
your teams skills for a specific simulation

Utilize skills assessments to test and assess each
learners technical abilities and customize training
based on needs

Know exactly where your team is excelling and
failing in skills and simulation assessments

Create, download, and schedule custom reports 

Set up recurring reports based on your needs 

Reduce the time and effort required for report
creation

View info about users
       (names, roles, titles, last login)

Access number of seats used and seats remaining

View member enrollments

View completion certificates


